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Product Features

� Its contemporary, sleek, ergonomic design makes this   

 an exceptionally stylish dryer

� Heavy duty Solid Brass casing gives excellent    

 ongoing protection against corrosion and vandalism

� The automatic 'no touch' operation ensures impeccable  

 hygiene

� Over basin drying helps reduce clean up, spills and   

 spillage on floors 
� Maximum output comes at minimal power    

 consumption at only 500W to help reduce carbon   

 footprint

• Built in removable HEPA filter for hygienic operation   
 with filtered air
� No unnecessary energy wastage thanks to the    

 automatic cut-off
� Reduced noise levels make this one of the quietest and   

 most discrete dryers in any class

� Stylish LED indicator clearly indicates dryer is in use

� Easy to install and maintain

• Available in Chrome finish    

Technical Specifications

� Body material: Hpb59-1 Solid Brass

• Standard finishes: Chrome
� Rated voltage: AC 220-240V

� Rated frequency: 50 / 60 Hz

� Rated Power: 500W

� Installation: basin mounted

� Drying time: 15 Seconds

� Air speed: 90 M/s

� Noise output: 75dB

� Operation: infrared automatic ‘no touch’

• Timing protection: 30 seconds auto cut off
• Thermal protection: cut off above 70C
� Drip Proof: IP24

• Filter: HEPA filter
� Unit dimensions: 50mm W x 170mm H x 223mm D

� Net weight: 4.4 kg

� Warranty: 2 Years

• Certification: CE, RoHs
� Package contents: hand dryer, installation accessories   

 and user manual

Space saving drying with a sense of style.
When it comes to high-speed drying with real style, the TEKFLO Fusion makes a bold statement in any washroom, combining 

fast drying power with classy looks in a sleek, basin mounted individual shell.

Like all TEKFLO models, the Fusion is highly-spec’d with automatic operation, a powerful motor and a robust all-metal case. With 

an eco-conscious 500W total power rating, the Fusion blasts air through a single nozzle and can dry hands in 15 seconds. 

Perfect for washroom environments with minimal wall space, attaching directly to the basin or counter top. The Fusion is the 

perfect dryer for hotels, airports, hospitality environments or any locations that need an integrated, great looking dryer.

The Tekflo Fusion


